


PROSVIRIN DESIGN is a global interior and architecture studio seated in 
Kharkiv/Ukraine with exclusive design projects all over the world.
ALEXANDER LAYTON CONSULT is an international real estate company 
seated in Vienna/Austria with a strong focus on Europe and the United States. 

WE HAVE UNITED for you and decided to join our forces. Together we create 
a powerful union of a unique design studio and real estate professionals. Our 
fit-out team will allow you to forget that you are doing renovation completely. 
When we work on a new interior, we always cater to the needs and desires of 
our client. 
The challenge for us is to create not only a beautiful and functional interior — 
we struggle to create an atmospheric interior that would touch the nerve of 
our customer. Therefore, we try to fill the interior details with a piece of a 
client’s soul, with the help of pleasant trifles to emphasize his hobbies and 
what he loves. The interior is individual when it looks like you. Therefore, we 
create design same you and a new means of interior IDENTITY.
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If you are going to save up to 
30% of your time and budget

attract 
more customers to your 
investment project

 If your choice is to sell faster 
with a higher price

 increase 
investment appeal of your real 
estate





We sign the contract and you make
an advance payment of 20%



PLANNING AND
COLLAGES

3D VISUALIZATION
AND DOCUMENTATION

We create a planning solution (2-3 options),
agree on the best one. You pay the next

part of the payment in the amount of -30%.
We create collages reflect the overall color scheme, 

space zoning and types of finishing materials used,
as well as furniture and light sources

(without specifying a specific manufacturer)

You pay the next part of the payment in the amount of -40%. 
We create photorealistic images of the
 interior, coordinate all rooms. 
After the approval of all 3D visualizations,
 an advance payment is made - 10% 
for the documentation stage, 
we prepare drawings and bills of materials.
 We present a finished design project.













PARTNERS
we work only with high quality 
products and materials from Italian manufacturers















































SEE OUR
FULL PORTFOLIO

IN INSTAGRAM
#prosvirin_design

info@prosvirinruslan.com 

consult@alexander-layton.com

+380 96 300 00 77

+43 664 234 89 69

mailto:info@prosvirinruslan.com
mailto:consult@alexander-layton.com
https://www.instagram.com/prosvirin_design/



